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FIELD OF STUDY

ABSTRACT

Chemical Engineering

Additive manufacturing or 3D printing of cement-based
materials is the future of the construction industry and has evolved
rapidly in recent years. Although demonstrations and showcases of 3D printed cement-based structures are available, there are numerous
challenges at the technical level including the engineering
(formulating) of cement-based materials for 3-D printing applications.
Designing cement-based printing pastes with good extrudability and
buildability is related to the rheological (flow) characteristics of the
material e.g., yield stress, viscosity, and time-dependent effects
(physical and chemical, i.e. particulate and hydration-related
structuration). Undesirable manifestations of poor rheology are
significant factors presently limiting the widespread application of 3D
printing of cement-based materials. Understanding and correlating
rheological properties to printability for down-stream paste design and
scaling strategies are among the existing research gaps. This
dissertation focuses on model-based paste design and estimation of
model parameters for the simulation of cement rheology and the
computational printing of cement paste in two-dimensions using
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). The dissertation is sub-divided
into three parts.
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Part 1 – Develop an efficient 2D continuum-based strategy for
computational printing. The purpose of this work is to correlate
rheological properties to printability and provide a domain of
printability based on the rheological properties to improve the design
of fresh cement paste for 3D printing.
Part 2 – Explain the relationship between print scale and printing paste
rheology. The purpose of this work is to develop dimensionless twophase Newtonian-non-Newtonian fluid flow equations and apply them
to the problem of scaling the additive manufacturing of cement-based
materials.
Part 3 – To extend the 2D computational strategy with time-dependent
properties. The purpose of this work is to correlate time-dependent
rheological properties to printability and to provide a domain of
printability based on the time-dependent rheological properties to
improve the design of fresh cement paste for 3D printing.

